
SUBPROCESSORS LIST (version [April 2021]) 

 

Below information applies to rhyno solutions gmbh, with registered office at Vorstadt 42, 8200 

Schaffhausen, Switzerland (commercial registry number CHE-239.883.903; "rhyno" or "we") and 

relates to the processing of your personal data ("Personal Data") by third parties. 

 

The below information contains the list of third party subprocessors used by rhino to assist it in 

providing the Services. This statement is required by Article 28.4 of the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR) and intends to disclose the subprocessors where rhyno itself is acting as a data 

processor. rhyno undertakes to use a commercially reasonable selection process by which it evaluates 

the security, privacy and confidentiality practices of proposed subprocessors that will or may have 

access to or process data. The risk profile of subprocessors is determined in line with applicable data 

protection laws and includes a review of the third party’s security and privacy controls. This includes 

but is not limited to the requirements to 

▪ process Personal Data in accordance with data controllers’ documented instructions; 

▪ in connection with their subprocessing activities, use only personnel who are reliable and 

subject to a contractually binding obligation to observe data privacy and security, to the extent 

applicable, pursuant to applicable data protection laws; 

▪ provide regular training in security and data protection to personnel to whom they grant 

access to Personal Data; 

▪ implement and maintain appropriate technical and organizational measures; 

▪ promptly inform rhyno about any actual or potential security breach; and 

▪ cooperate with rhyno in order to deal with requests from data controllers, data subjects or 

data protection authorities, as applicable. 

 
The following is a list of the names and locations of rhyno subprocessors: 

Entity Name Service Type Entity Address and country 

Google Cloud 
Platform 

App Engine (graphics controls, request 
processing) 

Switzerland (europe-west6, Zurich) 

Google Cloud 
Platform 

Cloud Firestore Switzerland (europe-west6, Zurich) 

Google Cloud 
Platform 

Cloud Storage (all data storage) Switzerland (europe-west6, Zurich) 

 
For any general privacy or GDPR questions, please contact us at [DPO@rhyno.ch]. 

 


